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Season 3, Episode 4
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My Lucky Night



Sean is a bit surprised and disturbed to learn about Elliot and J.D.'s history together, but it turns out his anger is really a cover up for his upcoming six month long trip and he doesn't want Elliot to explode.

Dr. Cox. is forced to swallow his pride and actually ask for help when he decides to throw his hat in the ring for the Residency Director position at the hospital.

Carla picks up an extra shift as a surgical nurse, which allows her to spend the day working alongside with Turk, to his great annoyance.
Quest roles:
Aloma Wright(Nurse Laverne Roberts), Christa Miller(Jordan Sullivan), Robert Maschio(Todd Quinlan), Matt Winston(Jeffrey Steadman), Charles Rahi Chun(Dr. Wen), Scott Foley(Sean Kelly), Joe Rose(Troy), Ian Kerr(Mr. Peeps (voice)), Arthur Roberts(Board Member), Jennifer O'Dell(Stunning Woman), Jan Devereaux(Female Resident), Fred Ornstein(Bus Driver)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
30 October 2003, 00:00
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